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Process
MODULE: 07 PROCESS
UNIT: 02 LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY

Objectives

 At the end of this lecture, you should be able to:
1. Define terms. 

2. Explain the different factors that contribute to landscape patterns.

3. Understand how different factors contribute to landscape patterns.

Pattern and Process

 The relationship between pattern and process is one of the most 
important in ecology. 

 A huge number of ecology papers and books with pattern and process in 
the title. 

 It is generally thought that by studying and understanding the pattern 
we can infer the process that generates the pattern. 

 Another common assumption is that similar patterns have similar causes.  
This gives us a starting point for examining patterns similar to ones 
already described. 
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Landscape Pattern

 Elements present 
 How those elements are arranged

Climate

 Climate – Composite, long-term, or generally prevailing weather of 
a region
 How would this differ from weather (Temporal scale – grain extent). 

 A strong control on broad-scale patterns through the distribution of 
energy and water.

 Can be modified by landform.

 Need to know general patterns.

Climate

 Climate varies with latitude and continental position
 Temperature

 Distribution of moisture

 Differential heating of land and water causes differences between 
coastal and inland regions at the same latitude.

 The distribution of biomes result from these broad scale patterns of 
climate. 
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Climate

 Topography causes finer scale heterogeneity in climate patterns
 Temperature decreases with increases in altitude

 North and south facing slopes experience different levels of solar 
radiation, which causes differences in temperature and evaporation.  
(aspect)

 Up wind of prevailing winds causes more moisture than down wind of 
prevailing winds (Rain shadow).

Climate

 Long term climate change 
 Even in the absence of humans the climate has changed considerably 

in the past – influencing the distribution of biomes.

 Long-term patterns
 During the last 500,000 years, cycles of glacial and interglacials

 Each glacial-interglacial is about 100,000 years long

 Glacial portion 90,000 years

 Rapid warming

 Interglacial 10,000 years

 Peak of the last glacial (Wisconsonian) 18,000 – 16,000 yr BP – ended 10,000 yr
BP
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Climate

 Mean global temperature
 Only reliable expression of surface temperature – removes spatial 

variability and only detects trends in overall system.

 During the last interglacial-glacial-interglacial sequence,  there was 5º C 
change in mean global temperature.

 Peak warming:  about 1º-2º C warmer than today occurred between 
9000 and 4000 yrs ago

 Milankovitch cycles suggest the onset of another glaciation during the 
next 25,000 years. 

 Human release of CO2 and other green house gases may cause a super 
interglacial with at least an increase of 2º C above current temperatures 
lasting at least 1000 years

Climate

 Milankovitch cycles
 Eccentricity -- 100,000 year period

 Obliquity -- 41,000 year period

 Precession -- 22,000 year period 
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Climate

 Response of biota to climate fluctuations 
 They evolve and might speciate

 They migrate according to their tolerances limits and movement 
capability(shift up/down elevation, latitude, longitude)
 Why might this be more of a problem in this interglacial than in previous 

interglacials? 

 They may become extinct

Climate

 Influence of changing climates on landscape pattern
 Glacial-interglacials trigger disassembly and reassembly of communities 

 Unpredictable in terms of species composition or abundance 

 Displacement of entire plant communities was exceptional
 Species respond individualistically to climate change, according to limits of 

tolerance, dispersal capability, biotic interactions

 Disturbance regimes are sensitive to climate changes
 NW Minnesota fire regime shifted from 44-yr fire cycle in 1400-1500s to an 88-

yr fire cycle after 1700 – wetter and cooler. 

Landform

 Landform – Characteristic geomorphic (?) features
 Geologic processes (?) that produce physical relief and influence soil 

development.  
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Landform

 General effects of landform on ecosystem patterns and processes. 
 Elevation, aspect, parent materials, and slope of landform

 Affect air and ground temperatures

 Quantities of moisture

 Quantities of nutrients

Landform

 Landforms affect movement
 Organisms and propagules

 Energy 

 Matter through the landscape

Landform

 Landforms affect the frequency and spatial pattern of natural 
disturbances such as fire, wind, or grazing.
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Landform

 Landforms constrain spatial pattern and rate or frequency of 
geomorphic processes – transport of organic or inorganic materials
 Landslides

 Shift of rivers channels

Soil Landscape

 Depends a great deal on the landform
 Elevation

 Slope

 Aspect

 Impacts landscape pattern by influencing the movement and 
retention of water and nutrients.

Soil Landscape

 Properties of soil that can generate heterogeneity
 pH

 Organic carbon

 Texture

 Bulk density

 Pore size
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Soil Landscape

 Differences in soils generate differences in 
 Soil moisture gradients

 Temperature differences
 Breezes and updrafts

 Differences in vegetation

Soil Landscape

 Positive feedback loop on nutrient levels and grazing.
 Promote heterogeneity and reinforce pattern. 

Dominant Organisms

 Dominants alter the abiotic conditions, provide a resource base and 
substrate for other populations

 Other populations are constrained to operate under the spatial 
pattern of the dominants
 Forests

 Corals

 Pathogens acting on vegetation

 Beaver

 Bison – dust baths
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Humans

 Human landuses
 Prehistoric landuses

 Pervasive – track in pollen and archaeological record

 Extinction events correlated with expansion of humans

 Humans have always exploited the environment to their benefit to the 
greatest degree that their technology has allowed.  

Humans

 Influence of humans on prehistoric landscapes
 Change the relative abundance of species, especially the dominance of species

 Extend or truncate the distributional range of species.

 Create opportunities for invasion of species into disturbed areas.  

 Soil nutrients altered through depletion or fertilization

 Landscape was altered – particularly forest vs. non-forest.

Humans

 Historic and current effects
 Humans are principal causes of landscape pattern today.  

 Agriculture (Demo)

 Livestock 

 Forest harvest

 Development/Construction

 Landscapes are mosaics of natural and human influenced patches.

 Continuous natural habitats are becoming increasingly fragmented. 
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Fragmentation

 Breaking a continuous habitat into pieces. 
 Somewhat assumes that the initial habitat was somewhat homogenous. 

 Area effect 

 Isolation effect

 Demo

Fragmentation

 The effects of fragmentation depend on many different factors: 
 Effect of the matrix

 Connectivity

 Ecotones

Fragmentation

 Differential effects on species/guilds/communities: 
 Change the relative abundances

 Extinction

 Change predation intensity

 Change behavior/habitat use

 Promote exotic species
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Definitions

 Disturbance
 A discrete event that modifies the structure of an ecosystem, 

community, population. 

 Changes the physical environment

 Changes the substrate

 Changes resource availability

 Occur over relatively short intervals of time

 Maybe abiotic or biotic or a combination 

Definitions

 Disturbance regime
 Spatial and temporal dynamics of the disturbances over a long period 

of time. 

 Factors in a disturbance regime
 Spatial distribution

 Timing

 Return interval

 Intensity

 Severity

 Residuals

 Variation in above factors.

Influence of Landscape on 
Disturbance Pattern

 Landscape position and susceptibility
 Topographic position of the site

 Relative elevation

 Landform

 Slope

 Aspect

 Biotic mediation
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Influence of Landscape on 
Disturbance Pattern

 Effect of landscape pattern on the spread of disturbance
 Spatial homogeneity tends to enhance the spread of a disturbance

 Spatial heterogeneity has implicated in the spread of the disturbance 
(poor evidence) and the inhibition of disturbance (pretty good 
evidence) 

 Spatial heterogeneity tends to encourage recovery from disturbance. 

Concepts of Landscape Equilibrium 

 A long history of interest and controversy 
 Definition difficulties

 Persistence

 Constancy (absolute vs. relative)

 Recognition characters

 Scale

Concepts of Landscape Equilibrium

 Tenets of the equilibrium paradigm
 Closed systems

 Self-regulating

 Possess a stable point

 Deterministic

 Free from disturbance

 Independent of human influences
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